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Live worksheets > English Finish!! Please allow access to the microphone Look at the top of your web browser. If you see a message asking for permission to access the microphone, please allow. Close Finish!! Please allow access to the microphone Look at the top of your web browser. If you see a message asking for permission to access the
microphone, please allow. Close This 15 page math smartboard lesson covers input - output using a function machine.. This interactive lesson has students coming to the board to write, drag, and click on the correct answers. Made by Scott OToole (Scott OToole) input - output smartboard lesson, smartboard lessons, smartboard lesson, input output,
smartboard lesson on input output, interactive smartboard lesson, math smartboard lesson, input output math smartboard lesson, function machine smartboard lesson, function machinePage 2Focus your energy back on your students in your comprehensible French classroom and get all the essentials you need for teaching present tense grammar,
high-frequency verbs, and French 1 vocabulary in one place! This proficiency-centered bundle includes Francophone classroom decor, digital interactive notebooks, high-frequency word walls, a Mardi Gras Super 7 culture reading, several sets of contextualized flashcards and vocabulary games, a song activity, an interactive notebook for teaching
irrPage 3Help your students practice using function tables! These NO prep, self-checking, interactive, digital Boom Cards are so much fun for students and a huge time saver for teachers!In this unit, you will find:★ 20 digital task cards in which students will determine the rule in a function table. A variety of operations are included- addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division.Can I try this deck of Boom Cards?Of course! CLICK HERE to try a Free preview★ 20 digital task cards in which studentPage 4In this packet are 58 goofy, engaging TPR stories, 13 videos, puppet shows, dialogues, readings, illustrated TPR Story Power Points, listening and cultural activities, songs, internet
links, audio files and a competition which reinforce the following Spanish Three grammatical concepts. Google-compatible digital versions are included for distance learning.This product includes the following resources:Stem-changing verbs in the present Spanish Stem-Changing Verbs TPR Story GO verbs -IR stem changPage 5This 15 page math
smartboard lesson covers input - output using a function machine.. This interactive lesson has students coming to the board to write, drag, and click on the correct answers. Made by Scott OToole (Scott OToole) input - output smartboard lesson, smartboard lessons, smartboard lesson, input output, smartboard lesson on input output, interactive
smartboard lesson, math smartboard lesson, input output math smartboard lesson, function machine smartboard lesson, function machinePage 6★ Save $55 by buying all my TPR Stories and Input in one bundle.This Mega Bundle includes illustrated TPR Story PowerPoints, illustrated and text only TPR Stories, dialogues, puppet shows, 41 videos,
readings, songs, listening activities, cloze activities, comprehension activities, strip stories, activities for movies, competitions, and culture activities.Click here to see a video of how to tell a story using TPR Story-Telling Strategies: Youtube Video of How To Tell TPRStoryTo see me teaching aPage 7★ Save 25% by buying all my Spanish TPR Stories
and comprehensible input in one bundle. They include illustrated TPR Story PowerPoints, dialogues, puppet shows, videos, readings, cloze activities, and comprehension activities.Click here to see a video of how to tell a story using TPR Story-Telling Strategies: Youtube Video of How To Tell TPRStoryTo see me teaching a TPR Story to my class, click
here: Me teachingSpanish One TPR Stories and Comprehensible Input Bundle has 17 stories or readings,Page 8Boom Cards provide a fun way to integrate technology into your lesson.In this unit, you will find:★ 20 Digital Task cards, designed to provide practice with completing an input/output table. A variety of function tables are included, in which
students must complete tables involving the basic facts of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.Can I try this deck of Boom Cards?Of course! CLICK HERE to try a Free preview.★ 20 Digital Task cards, designed to provide practice with findingPage 9Input Output Tables - Number Patterns in a Tableby In this product, you will receive 16
input output tables (12 with just tables, 4 with word problems and tables) that use all operations. You will also receive a self-help page for students so that they can ask themselves questions to get to the correct missing number. A recording page and answer sheet are included.Uses:- Math stations- Whole group- Place a couple of cards on each table
and have students walk around the class to work on problems individually.- Turn and talk activities. Students cFunction machines, or Input and Output Boxes, are an important concept for students. They require algebraic thinking and problem solving skills. I designed this activity pack for my students to use during math centers. They can use one
character’s boards and matching “function” cards to practice this skill. The boards and cards get progressively harder so you can easily differentiate for your students. I use these boards and cards by photocopying the boards for the students so they can wWhat's My Rule?: Input and Output Tablesby 1 worksheet, 4 pages Directions: Find the pattern
for each table, complete the chart and circle the Rule. 8 Input / Output Charts for students to complete Prior knowledge of patterns, addition, subtraction, multiplication and division are required to complete this lesson. Hope this helps =) What's My Rule?: Input and Output Tables by Felisa Williams is licensed under a Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported License.This fun practice activity with the verbs ser, tener, and ir in Spanish will give your students repetitions of 3 of the Super 7 verbs. These high frequency verbs in Spanish are used in multiple forms (see below!) to target 1st, 2nd, and 3rd person. As your students practice they will create a story using
these high frequency Spanish verbs. There are over 14 possible story creations! This activity is perfect for whole class instruction, individual in-person or virtual assignments, or even sub plaTeacher IEP Input Formby This editable document can be used to get input from teacher regarding speech and language skills. It can be easily emailed and
returned by teachers. The teachers can just click and type the information for each student. ************************************************************************* You may also like: SOAP Note Thank you for considering this product. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ TPT
Credits You can gain TPT credits by going back and leavingFrench Comprehensible Input Lesson | Le Noëlby Comprehensible input is important in a world languages class - but you can't always do stories. This is a lesson that uses target structures in a comprehensible way to teach about a non-fiction topic - how France celebrates the Christmas
season. The text is appropriate for 2nd semester French and later.The target structures are:les enfantsles cadeauxdécoréon mangeYou may also like:• an editable 18-slide powerpoint with repetition of the target vocabulary• a text version of the powerpoint• compreThird grade students will LOVE this interactive task card set as they practice
input/output tables! These Input/Output tables, also known as "what's my rule" or "function tables" are unique because students must first drag and drop the correct RULE expressing the relationship in the table and then drag and drop the correct ANSWER to complete the table. With engaging word problems and fun graphics, students will love
practicing this important concept using our Boom Task Cards! All cards are selfTypes:Input/Output Tables (Function Machines)by This is a fantastic PowerPoint that walks through Input/Output tables. There are 15 different example tables that students will be engaged in completing. 10 of them students are asked to find the rules, 3 students are
asked to find the missing outputs, and the last 2 students are asked to find the missing inputs. The answers are on the next slide so students can easily check their work. This would work great for whole group, small group, or a center! On the last slide is a link to the recorFBA Preschool Staff Input Formby Are you trying to gather comprehensive data
from preschool staff for a functional behavioral assessment (FBA) but don't know where to start? Most resources are designed for older students and don't target the behaviors or even the centers or activities that are typical for a preschool student. This form has been designed specifically for the preschool population. Basically, the staff are asked to
focus on a single behavior per sheet and work there way through the the form. If you love thisSpanish One Videos for Comprehensible Input Bundleby Save 25% by buying the Spanish One videos en a bundle!What’s better comprehensible input than conversation with a native speaker?Videos of native speakers with Spanish subtitles AND overlaid
visuals and animation to aid in comprehension, with music and corresponding activities for recycling and repetition of vocabulary and concepts. To see a video preview, click here: Spanish One VideosThis product includes the following resources:~15 Videos~Los adjetivos Posesivos Video~Spanish Gustar Video PupRobby the Robot - Input/Output
Tablesby Introduce your students to their new friend, Robby the Robot. Robby the Robot comes from a galaxy not too far away. His mission: to help earthlings with input/output rules (math functions). Robby is programmed to transform numbers and it's the students' job to figure out what the rule is and what the "transformed" numbers are. There are
two PowerPoints with Robby the Robot to help teach the input/output tables (1 for addition/subtraction and 1 for multiplication/division). Use the worksheets aPage 10These videos offer a quick, no-prep review that your students are going to love! Each student needs a whiteboard, marker, and eraser. This set of videos features input-output machines.
Students see a number go into the machine and write on their boards the number that will come out of the machine. This includes eight videos with functions including one more, one less, ten more, then less, two more, and two less. These are terrific for transitions or as a warm-up for your math lesson. Each vPage 11Ready for a new theme-based
STEM idea? Robot Days will give you STEM lessons, activities, and a culminating Input-Output Event Day. These activities promote a high level of student engagement, collaborative work, engineering, critical thinking, & problem solving skills! This theme-based pack is a great way to integrate math, engineering, technology, reading, research, and art
with hands-on learning! During this unit, your students will obtain background knowledge about robots through closePage 12Here's a set of 24 (4 per page) Input Output Task Cards. Some questions ask for the rule where other questions ask for the missing number on the Input or Output side, but don't give the rule so students have to figure out the
rule to answer the question. These are all adding or subtracting.Answer key, recording sheet, and suggestions for use included.Play Scoot, Quiz, Quiz Trade, use as a Math center, early finishers, or problem of the day, which can be put in math journals.Be sure to check ouPage 13Need standards-based, comprehensible input vocabulary, readings, and
conversations to teach a contemporary life unit? These are no prep, engaging activities designed to save you lots of time and to improve your students' proficiency in French through listening, reading, writing, and speaking. These activities help students make connections to the products, practices, and perspectives of French & Francophone culture.
On the individual product pages, there is more information and a video previPage 14This video provides comprehensible input for the Spanish body parts, health and sickness vocabulary, and the expression, “hace que”. As Jessica says the body parts and points to them, images float in to aid in comprehension. Then, Melanie gets sick and can’t go to
the dance with Óscar because her mother makes her stay home. Óscar doesn’t get the message and…Then, Melanie calls her boss to tell him she can’t work that day (She’s faking it.) He keeps asking her how long she has been sick, had a fPage 15Introducing Input Output Tablesby Kori Markussen - True Tales of a TeacherThis product is designed to
help model and introduce what input output tables are and what the rule in them means for each different table. The class will be modeling each problem and filling in the tables as they act it out. They will then apply that learning to their own models and scenarios.These slides can be modeled by projecting, or you can post them on a digital platform
like seesaw or Google Slides. There is an addition input output scenario and a multiplication. Each scenario will alsoGerman Comprehensible Input Lessons | Bundle #1by Make learning German fun with these simple, comprehensible input German lesson plans and stories. Each lesson plan includes a story with targeted structures that can be
repeated to give your students lots of repetitions. Comprehension activities to use after the story will allow you to engage your students and make sure that your German lesson is truly comprehensible input. Each story and lesson has a set of target structures that are used again and again in the story. The target structures forGoogle Slides: Input
and Output Tablesby Here are 39 Google Slides with input and output tables. On the first ten slides, the rule is given. On the last ten, the students find the rule and fill out the table. The four are the challenge ones!You can print them out or assign them to Google Classroom.An answer key is provided on slides 21-39.Subjects:0This bundle includes
three Numerical Patterns and Input Output Tables resources for 4th grade. Included are a complete unit with lesson plans, a set of ten stations, and a Digital Stinky Feet review game. Each element can be found alone, but you can purchase together to save. Numerical Patterns and Input Output Tables Unit This eight-day numerical patterns and
paired number tables (input-output tables) unit is designed to meet the needs of fourth-grade TEKS and CCSS classrooms. It includes teaSpanish One and Two Videos for Comprehensible Input Bundleby 31 videos providing comprehensible input for the vocabulary and concepts in Spanish One and Two with native speakers and Spanish
subtitlesWhat’s better comprehensible input than conversation with a native speaker? Videos of native speakers with Spanish subtitles AND overlaid visuals and animation to aid in comprehension, with music and corresponding activities for recycling and repetition of vocabulary and concepts.To see a video preview for Spanish One movies, click here:
Spanish One VideosTo sDo you want your students to enjoy learning about input/output tables? Do they love sports themed Math? Combine those two ideas with this winning combination of a lesson (teaching addition tables, multiplication tables, and find the rule tables) and an assessment to determine what your students learned. Students will enjoy
this fun take on input/output tables with three sets of input/output tables (one addition, one multiplication, one find the rule), focused on athletic events. Great for use iThis purchase contains ALL SIX Stories. (Priced at $3 each when purchased individually)Tell your classes the tale of two characters named Pepinillo and Nectarina in my semester one
SIX story arc. These google slide stories will engage your students with bright visuals and allow them to absorb vocabulary through comprehensible input. You could easily turn these into PearDecks if desired. Pepinillo and Nectarina star in 6 stories in this order:School (Realidades 2 - 1A)Extracurricular ActivitiesTypes:Input Output Board Gameby
This game is designed to teach the 4th grade STAAR TEK (4.5B) that deals with input output tables and the position in sequence. I designed the questions to mirror that which are found on the STAAR test. Hope you like it :)Subjects:Input Output Table Patterning Task Card Activityby One and two-step pattern rules in input output tables are included
in this number patterns task cards and more resource. Students will identify the pattern rules and complete the pattern input output tables according to the rule.This activity includes:• Learning Goal and Success Criteria – this page can be posted or projected before the lesson.•Minds-On Task – this page can be used as a diagnostic, entrance slip,

mini lesson, or a full group introduction to the task. •12 Task Cards – these taskRelationship Tables (Input-Output Tables)by Supports 3.5E and 4.5B (New Math TEKS, Texas 3rd and 4th Grade Math) Solving for missing numbers on relationship tables (input/output charts, T-Charts, ordered pairs in a table). These cards can be used in a guided math
group, as a station, as a scoot game, or put one or two cards on the board each day as a review.How Was Your Thanksgiving Break? Input Formby Parents/students may fill this form out during Thanksgiving break, to have when returning to school. This gives the classroom more information about what happened over a child's school break. This is a
great resource to use for children who are nonverbal, have difficulties recalling, or for students who are ready to draw/write about their experiences to recall for a group. This is a PDF file, which cannot be edited. If you would like the editable version, please contact me. This is my first paPage 16Need standards-based, comprehensible input readings
for many topics? These are no prep, no copy, engaging activities designed to save you lots of time and to improve your students' proficiency in French through listening, reading, writing, and speaking. These activities help students make connections to the products, practices, and perspectives of French & Francophone culture. On the individual
product pages, there is more information and a video preview.Who is this resource for?❋ intermediaPage 17Need standards-based, comprehensible input vocabulary, readings, and conversations to teach Global Challenges unit to get your students talking in French about tolerance, health, GMOs, environment, immigration, and secularism? This
bundle is designed to save you lots of time, provide a variety of activities to keep your students engaged, and help them become more proficient. These activities help students make connections to the products, practices, and perspectives of French & Francophone cPage 18This Spanish comprehensible input story features the Spanish verbs: buscar,
encontrar, mirar, saber, and tener miedo in the present tense. This story is accompanied by 3 comprehension check activities. Students will receive lots of comprehensible input with the target structures busca, encuentra, mira, tiene miedo, sabe. This story is a great refresh on present tense AR verbs in Spanish and the tener expression: tiene
miedoStory Preview:Roberto the robot is having a rough day, and it's only gettPage 19This deck of 20 Boom Cards is designed to help students understand input / output tables. Students will look at each table and decide which rule applies. When they select their answer from the multiple choice format, they will receive immediate feedback. This deck
is a mixture of basic multiplication and division facts. There are 10 cards for multiplication and 10 cards for division. It's perfect for fast finishers, interventions, assessment, practice, homework, math centers, tutoring, andPage 20Are you looking for Spanish AR verbs practice? This Spanish comprehensible input story features the Spanish verbs
buscar, encontrar, mirar, tener miedo, and saber in the present tense. This story is accompanied by 3 comprehension check activities. Students will receive lots of comprehensible input with the target structures busca, encuentra, mira, sabe, and the tener expression tiene miedo. Story Preview:This adventurous mermaid is on a quest, but she runs
into some un-expected events... and aniPage 21Need standards-based, comprehensible input vocabulary, readings, and conversations to teach health? These are no prep, engaging activities designed to save you lots of time and to improve your students' proficiency in French through listening, reading, writing, and speaking. These activities help
students make connections to the products, practices, and perspectives of French & Francophone culture. On the individual product pages, there is more information and a video preview.Who is this resPage 22A FUNCTION IS A RULE THAT ASSIGNS TO EACH INPUT EXACTLY Grade 8 Math Coloring Pages, Eighth Grade Math Pattern Art, Polygon
Art, Eighth Grade Math Classroom Quote Pop Art, Eighth Grade Math Mosaic Art, Eighth Grade Math Art Activity, Grade 8 Math Morning Work, Eighth Grade Math Bulletin Board Activity, Eighth Grade Math Art Sub Plan, Middle School Math Coloring PagesHas 4 pages for kids to enjoy coloring, painting or collage’ making. The quote reads:A
FUNCTION IS A RULE THAT ASSIGNS TO EACH INPUPage 23Four-leaf clovers, lots of green, and a rainbow with a pot of gold at the end all make for a magical St. Patrick's Day - especially when they are included in digital input output tables like they are in this third grade worksheets activity! Your students will love the bright colors, fun St.
Patrick's Day theme, and challenge of solving for missing rules, outputs, and word problems here in this Google Slides© activity. With no more than a simple digital assigning of this activity, teachers will bPage 24Mi Horario – Spanish Musical Echoing Fun Comprehensible Input (PRINT and MP3s embedded in digital enabled (EASEL) version
worksheetsSave your precious time, brain-pain and effort by using SPANISH MUSICAL ECHOING digital activity set available for print, distance learning and/or blended learning classes, and of course, Google Classrooms Featuring (School subjects, ordinal numbers, tener, ir, misc)Musical Echoing is a comprehensible input method using pictures,
professionally recorded music, 3 tiPage 25LOS SALONES Y LAS PERSONAS EN LA ESCUELAThis resource contains various activities to help students learn in a fun, meaningful way. It follows the input out output method, which involves input activities with images during the first lesson, leading up to output activities through partner practice using
a variety of independent, paired and whole class activities. The activities in this resource have been tested in the classroom and proven effective!This resource includes suggested lesson activitieTypes:Need standards-based, comprehensible input French readings about health in France and the Francophone world with comprehension questions to
check for understanding? This is a no prep, engaging activity designed to save you time and improve your students' proficiency in French. Who is this resource for? ❋ intermediate learners of French--level 2, 3, 4, or AP (Défis mondiaux la santé)When is this appropriate to use in my class? This is perfect for you if your topics include... ❋ where to shop
forSilly Solutions Input Output Tables Activityby This Fun & Engaging Input-Output Table Activity will help your students practice TEKS 4.5B. This activity covers the two ways input-output tables need to be taught to address this Texas standard. Relationship of numbers to their position in a sequenceRelationship of numbers that follow a given
ruleWhat's Included?Teaching Tips6 Activity CardsStudent Recording SheetsTEKS Covered:4.5(B) Represent problems using an input-output table and numerical expressions to generate a number pattern thatLOS LUGARES INPUT-OUTPUT ACTIVITIES PART 1This no prep, print and go resource follows the input out output method, which involves
input activities with images during the first lesson, leading up to output activities through partner practice using a variety of information gap activities and vocabulary games. This is part 1 in the series. The entire series is broken down into four sections each section introduces 6-8 new vocabulary words. Each section may take 2-3 lessons for the
learner to develActivity Teacher IEP Input Formby Do you have to write IEPs for students who are self-contained and only see a general education teacher for activities or specials like PE, Art, Music, Computer, Foreign Language, etc.? This for is a useful tool to get their input prior to writing the IEP and having your meeting, so you can be prepared
ahead of time. I usually copy it front to back and put it in their mailbox a few weeks prior to the meeting.Your students will have a blast using the 2-step rules in these Input/Output Tables to color in and create this adorable little robot. They will solve and then fill in the empty spaces on the tables. Then, they will color in all the squares with the
answers that correspond to the color posted for that problem. Do your students love Mystery Pictures? I also have a "Fractions and Decimals" pack that has 10 different pictures to practice 4th grade fractions and decimals skills. Check it out hereSubjects:Types:Input and Output Tables Task Cardsby This product is made for the standard 4.5B- input
and output tables-all operations. This product is aligned to STAAR questions and is perfect for STAAR prep! This set includes:-20 task cards (all operations)-Recording Sheet-Answer KeyI use this product in whole group instruction, guided practice, small group instruction, and center rotations. TERMS OF USE:This product is for personal use only.
This product may not be sold for commercial use. You may not share this product with anyone-unless addiPenny y su papá- Comprehensible Input Story with Pear Deckby This is a comprehensible input story created in Google Slides and ready to go for Pear Deck. You can present this lesson live with your students in class or assign it as self-paced for
distance learning. Pear DeckPear Deck is an amazing Google add-on tool that allows students to engage with the slideshow on their device. This story already has built-in question slides that students will respond to. Simply add the Google add-on of Pear Deck and present the slideshow.Language:This story is writtenSubjects:Need standards-based,
comprehensible input French readings about education in France and Francophone countries (Tunisia, Algeria, Chad) with comprehension questions to check for understanding? This is a no prep, engaging activity designed to save you time and improve your students' proficiency in French.Who is this resource for?❋ intermediate learners of
FrenchWhen is this appropriate to use in my class? This is perfect for you if your topics include...❋ education❋ childhood❋ stages of life❋ ritThis Google Slides Story continues the tale of two characters who star in my semester one SIX story arc. The vocabulary for this story is based on Chapter 9A of Realidades 1 but would work with any unit about
TV & Movies. Also included: Present Tense verbs, Verbs like Gustar. The characters of Pepinillo and Nectarina star in 6 stories in this order:School (Realidades 2 - 1A)Extracurricular Activities (Realidades 2 - 1B)Daily Routine (Realidades 2 - 2A)House (Realidades 1 - 6A)Chores (RealidaInput/Output Tables Matching Game for Third Gradeby Using this
free resource, students will be able to play a fun game of matching rules to tables in order to practice their understanding of increasing or decreasing number relationships. These input output tables and matching rules are perfect for a math center, an intro to a unit, or in a review. If you have enjoyed this resource, consider purchasing the full
activity HERE!Never want to miss a new or free resource from Teach With Lauren Dean?! Join my newsletter HERE!Designed alongside Math Makes Sense 6. Can be used for adaptive worksheets. Notes are included with worksheets. Answer key included. Included...-Input/Output Machines-Using variables to describe patterns (inputs and outputs)Plotting points on a coordinate grid-Drawing a graph from a pattern-Equality (communitive properties) -Keeping equations balanced-Unit review/quizP6.1Extend understanding of patterns and relationships in tables of values and graphs. ([C, CN, PS, R])P6.2Extend understanding oThis Google Slides Story continues the tale of two characters who star
in my semester one SIX story arc. The vocabulary for this story is based on Chapter 6A of Realidades 1 but would work with any unit about LA CASA (rooms, items). Also included: Present Tense verbs, colors, mini-culture point: el patio - central courtyard of mexican homes.The characters of Pepinillo and Nectarina star in 6 stories in this order:School
(Realidades 2 - 1A)Extracurricular Activities (Realidades 2 - 1B)Daily RoutiPage 26This Spanish Dos verbos video and activities provide comprehensible input for how to use two verbs in a sentence. Three people talk about what they want, need, wish, can, hope and are going to do. Pop-in images and Spanish subtitles aid in comprehension. Digital
activities are included for distance learning.Click here to see the video: Dos Verbos VideoThis product includes the following resource:~FREE VIDEO in which Óscar asks Jessica and Melanie what they want, need, wish, can, hope and are g
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